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SECTION-WISE ENGLISH SET FOR SIDBI EXAM SOLUTIONS
 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
 

101. (4); In the passage legitimate means ‘valid’.  
102. (4); The theories of change mentioned by the 

author are based on tried and tested methods 
103. (2); How to increase profitability through 

organizational passage.  
104. (2); Insecurity among employees. 
105. (1); Executives must focus on understanding the 

process of change.  
106. (1); According to the passage only (A) is correct.  
107. (1); Immerse means ‘to become completely 

involved’. So, Engrossing is the word which is 
similar in meaning to it. 

108. (1); In the passage imperatively means ‘very 
important; vital’. So, Optional is the word which is 
opposite in meaning to it. 

109. (2); Creating a specialized team of employees 
through with these theories for bringing about a 
change.  

110. (1); ‘Comatose’ means deeply unconscious.  
111. (5); All of the above are true.  
112. (4); According to the passage only (C) is correct.  
113. (4); There is a chance that in 2012, the economy 

would do better than what has been forecast.  
114. (4); The Current Economic Scenario.  
115. (1); According to the passage only (A) is correct.  
116. (1); These will bring about only minor growth.  
117. (2); The fall in the exchange rate will prove 

beneficial to India.  
118. (5); All of these  
119. (4); Abate means become less intense or 

widespread.So, Lessen is the word which is similar 
in meaning to it. 

120. (3); Tepidmeans only slightly warm. So, warm is 
the word which is opposite in meaning to it. 

121. (1); ‘Difficulties of managing’ will be used in place 
of ‘difficult of managing’  

122. (5); The sentence is correct.  
123. (4); ‘Barely escaped’ will be used in place of ‘bare 

escaped’ as it makes sentence structure 
grammatically correct. 

124. (3); ‘Implementing those quickly’ will be used in 
place of ‘implement those quickly’   

125. (3); ‘has always been’ will be used here. The 
sentence is in present tense and the subject is 
singular.  

126. (3); Change ‘electronic file tax returns’ to  ‘file tax 
returns electronically’  

127. (4); Put ‘on’ in place of ‘to’  
128. (1); Remove ‘of’  
129. (4); Put ‘has’ in place of ‘is’  
130. (5); No error  
131. (5)  
132. (2)  
133. (3)  
134. (4)  
135. (2)  
136. (5)  
137. (3)  
138. (1)  
139. (3)  
140. (2)  

 

 


